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professional punch is usually a
cad/camera software program

especially designed for automating the
programming of cnc punching

machines. it is definitely the result of
over 25 yrs' encounter of near

collaboration with both manufacturers
and users of this kind of machine.it

properly combines machine
technologies with the customer's
development and administration
needs. the program consists of

management of both automatic and
standard tools and

stations.management of any kind of
tools including: single punches, multi

punches, stations for shaping,
embossing, drilling, threading,

stamping, etc.management of any kind
of stations including: the single station

holding the sheets, multi stations
holding many sheets, stations for

cleaning up, etc. where is the software
published?lantek professional punch is

usually a cad/camera software
program especially designed for

automating the programming of cnc
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punching machines. it is definitely the
result of over 25 yrs' encounter of

close collaboration with both
manufacturers and users of this kind of
machine.it properly combines machine

technologies with the customer's
development and administration

needs. 3d software at its best. lantek
expert is the sophisticated, high-end

cad/cam software for computer
numerical control (cnc) and milling
machines. it was developed by the
global it company thinking metal

software. the lantek expert
functionality is focused on the

integration of the entire library of the
lantek library. this allows you to buy
the complete library, even for one

machine, as you would for a mach3
system. it is very easy to get started.
the user interface is intuitive and the

functions are easy to understand.
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